
Competition for 
outstanding scholarly work 
on trademark, competition, 
or antitrust law

The Jerzy Wiszniewski Foundation 
invites submissions for the first 
edition of its competition for 
scholarly works.



About the 
Foundation

Detailed information and the rules for the 
competition are found at the foundation’s website:

ڷ  wiszniewski-foundation.org

The Jerzy Wiszniewski Foundation was 
established pursuant to the will of his daughter, 
Prof. Irena Wiszniewska-Białecka.

The foundation seeks to contribute to the 
development and spread of the study of 
competition, trademark and antitrust law 
in Poland and around the world. These are 
areas of law vital for economic growth and 
innovation.

It is also the foundation’s aim to commemorate 
the work and scholarly accomplishments 
of Prof. Irena Wiszniewska-Białecka and 
Prof. Jerzy Wiszniewski as distinguished 
lawyers and important figures in Polish and 
international jurisprudence.

Prof. Irena Wiszniewska-Białecka was a legal 
scholar, adwokat, and longtime judge of the 
Supreme Administrative Court of Poland and 
the General Court of the CJEU.

Prof. Jerzy Wiszniewski was a legal scholar, 
longtime academic lecturer, and author of 
academic textbooks.



Works in any of the following fields may be 
entered in the competition:
 Օ Trademark law
 Օ Competition law
 Օ Antitrust law.

The work may be a master’s thesis, doctoral or 
post-doctoral dissertation, monograph, or other 
work of a scholarly nature.

Requirements for submissions:
 Օ Published (or defended) no earlier than 

11 April 2019
 Օ Accompanied by at least two written reviews 

by a person holding a doctorate or more 
advanced title, or a member of the judiciary 
or prosecution service

 Օ No less than 100 pages
 Օ Written in English or Polish.

Competition 
entries

The works admitted to the competition will be 
judged by the Competition Committee, made 
up of distinguished members of the Polish and 
international legal community:
 Օ Prof. Maciej Bernatt
 Օ Dr Lavinia Brâncuși
 Օ Prof. Marko Ilešič
 Օ Prof. Tomasz Koncewicz
 Օ Prof. Annette Kur
 Օ Prof. David Llewelyn
 Օ Prof. Marek Safjan



Detailed information and the rules for the competition 
are found at the foundation’s website:

ڷ  wiszniewski-foundation.org

The competition is conducted  
with the organisational support  
of Wardyński & Partners.

The author(s) of the best work in the competition 
will be awarded a cash prize of USD 20,000.

Submissions should be addressed to:
ڷ  contact@wiszniewski-foundation.org


